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Abstract

Forecasting urban air quality is important for protecting public health, but current model forecasts are often limited by an

inaccurate prescription of pollutant emissions from human activities. We developed a new approach that improves air quality

forecasts by adjusting emission prescription based on observed concentrations in urban agglomerations for key pollutants such

as nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, particulate matter, and volatile organic compounds. Applying this new

approach to the São Paulo metropolitan area, Brazil, we compared forecasted and observed pollutant concentrations (from

6 February to 17 April 2023). Using adjusted emission significantly improved air quality forecasts for São Paulo, especially

for ozone levels after adjusting estimates of volatile organic compound emissions. However, the forecast of particulate matter

concentrations remained challenging due to their links with gaseous pollutants. Our study demonstrates the potential of using

observed concentrations in urban agglomerations to improve air quality forecasts. Extending this approach to other urban

agglomerations can help refine emission estimates and improve regional air quality forecasts, enabling better decision making

for health protection.
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Key Points:20

• Urban air quality forecasts are improved using observation-based scaling of an-21

thropogenic emissions22

• Scaling based on observed-to-modeled concentration ratios increases forecast ac-23
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• Ozone concentration forecasts are improved by volatile organic compound emis-25

sion scaling while assuming a NOx-saturated chemical regime26
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Abstract27

This study presents a novel approach to improve air quality forecasts in urban ag-28

glomerations by scaling anthropogenic emissions on the basis of observed and modeled29

concentration ratios. Correction factors for emissions of the main primary pollutants,30

including NOx, SO2, CO, PM2.5, PM10, and volatile organic compounds (VOC), are de-31

rived by comparing observed and modeled concentrations, assuming that modeled bi-32

ases are primarily due to inaccuracies in anthropogenic emission inventories. The observation-33

based scaling approach is applied to the megacity of São Paulo, Brazil, from 6 Febru-34

ary to 17 April 2023, demonstrating its effectiveness in refining emission magnitudes and35

hourly profiles within a short timeframe. We show that the approach significantly im-36

proves urban air quality forecasts for NOx, SO2, and CO after a few weeks. In partic-37

ular, O3 concentrations are improved by correcting for VOC emissions, assuming a NOx-38

saturated chemical regime, which is validated by analysis of the modeled and observed39

chemical regimes. However, improvements for PM2.5 and PM10 are limited by their links40

with primary trace gases that are precursors of secondary aerosols. Overall, this study41

demonstrates the potential of this approach to be extended to other urban agglomera-42

tions, providing valuable top-down constrains to bottom-up global anthropogenic emis-43

sion inventories and improving regional air quality forecasts.44

Plain Language Summary45

Forecasting urban air quality is important for protecting public health, but cur-46

rent model forecasts are often limited by an inaccurate prescription of pollutant emis-47

sions from human activities. We developed a new approach that improves air quality fore-48

casts by adjusting emission prescription based on observed concentrations in urban ag-49

glomerations for key pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, carbon monox-50

ide, particulate matter, and volatile organic compounds. Applying this new approach51

to the São Paulo metropolitan area, Brazilm we compared forecasted and observed pol-52

lutant concentrations (from 6 February to 17 April 2023). Using adjusted emission sig-53

nificantly improved air quality forecasts for São Paulo, especially for ozone levels after54

adjusting estimates of volatile organic compound emissions. However, the forecast of par-55

ticulate matter concentrations remained challenging due to their links with gaseous pol-56

lutants. Our study demonstrates the potential of using observed concentrations in ur-57

ban agglomerations to improve air quality forecasts. Extending this approach to other58

urban agglomerations can help refine emission estimates and improve regional air qual-59

ity forecasts, enabling better decision making for health protection.60

1 Introduction61

Air quality forecasting in urban agglomerations is complex due to the strong di-62

urnal evolution of pollutant emissions and concentrations in the urban boundary layer63

(Baklanov et al., 2016). Forecasting air quality is one of the main objectives in devel-64

oping deterministic air quality chemistry and transport models to provide early warn-65

ing to the population on serious air quality deterioration, particularly for O3 and aerosols66

(Carmichael et al., 2008).67

COVID19 has also shown that, under certain circumstances, human habits can change68

dramatically, leading to sudden changes in pollutant emissions and concentrations. Thanks69

to platforms that gather data from different air quality monitoring networks (Kosmidis70

et al., 2018), it becomes possible to analyze the change in atmospheric composition us-71

ing near-real time observations. Using the OpenAQ data platform, Venter et al. (2020)72

showed that the decrease in anthropogenic emissions, mainly related to traffic, has led73

to an overall improvement in air quality, although O3 concentrations have increased in74

several major urban agglomeration, for example in Europe (Deroubaix et al., 2021). To75
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accurately reproduce global changes in atmospheric composition with an air quality model76

(Gaubert et al., 2021), the model first requirement are updated and accurate global an-77

thropogenic inventory as input (Doumbia et al., 2021). In addition, the air quality fore-78

casting system based on an ensemble of models developed for China (Petersen et al., 2019;79

Brasseur et al., 2019) showed that during the COVID19 lockdowns only one model was80

able to adapt to the rapid change in emissions and predict O3 concentrations in agree-81

ment with observations. This model uses a method for adjusting anthropogenic emis-82

sions.83

Due to the large uncertainties in emission inventories, observation-based data as-84

similation methods have been developed in the last two decades using satellite-based ob-85

servations of vertical pollutant profiles and observations from air quality monitoring net-86

works, which have greatly contributed to improving the performance of air quality fore-87

casts (e.g. Carmichael et al., 2008; Bocquet et al., 2015; Carrassi et al., 2018). However,88

the application of these methods to air quality forecasting in urban agglomerations is89

limited due to the coarse spatial resolution of satellite data and issues related to the spa-90

tial implementation of the monitoring network (Nguyen & Soulhac, 2021). Anthropogenic91

emissions in air quality models are generally provided by bottom-up emission invento-92

ries calculated by species and sector of activity (Brasseur & Jacob, 2017). The bottom-93

up method allows global emissions to be quantified on the basis of current knowledge of94

species driving processes that are not directly constrained by observed concentrations.95

Consequently, concentrations modeled from a bottom-up emission inventory may not be96

consistent with observations, which can be improved by anthropogenic emissions adjust-97

ment methods prescribed in the model. Top-down constraints derived from atmospheric98

observations are used to optimize emissions by applying correction factors to bottom-99

up emissions (Brasseur & Jacob, 2017).100

The discrepancies between global and local anthropogenic emission inventories are101

particularly important for cities, for example in South America (Huneeus et al., 2020)102

and especially for vehicular emissions (Ibarra-Espinosa et al., 2020). Nowadays, there103

is a growing number of air quality monitoring networks implemented with low-cost sen-104

sors. Even if the accuracy of the sensors is discussed (e.g. Kumar et al., 2015; Castell105

et al., 2017; Wesseling et al., 2019), their rapid implementation with a large number of106

sensors provides satisfactory information to estimate pollutant concentrations averaged107

at the scale of an urban agglomeration, especially for those without a monitoring net-108

work (e.g. Kumar et al., 2015; Park et al., 2020). These local concentration observations109

must serve as top-down constraints on emissions to enable reliable air quality modeling110

in urban agglomerations where regional ensemble forecasts are not available.111

This article presents a study on regional air quality forecasting with a scaling ap-112

proach to impose top-down constraints on anthropogenic emissions adapted to urban ag-113

glomerations. We explain the emission scaling approach and the improvements expected114

for regional air quality forecasting (Section 2). Regional air quality forecasts with the115

anthropogenic emission scaling approach are applied to São Paulo for a period of 10 weeks116

in the year 2023 (from 6 February to 17 April 2023), which is comparable to the dura-117

tion of an observational field campaign (Section 3). The evolution of the statistical per-118

formance of the regional forecasts is investigated for the main regulated pollutants, i.e.119

carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), sulfur dioxide (SO2), as well120

as PM2.5 and PM10 (Section 4). Finally, development perspectives and limitations of the121

anthropogenic emission scaling approach are discussed (Section 5).122

2 Air quality forecasts with anthropogenic emissions scaling123

In this section, we explain the motivation for providing regional air quality fore-124

casts for urban agglomerations (Section 2.1), the requirements for the monitoring net-125
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work (Section 2.2), the observation-based scaling approach of anthropogenic emissions126

(Section 2.3), and the limitations of the approach (Section 2.4).127

2.1 Regional forecasts for urban agglomerations128

The proposed approach to improve regional air quality forecasting is aimed at ur-129

ban agglomerations that do not have an operational air quality forecasting system. In130

urban agglomerations, anthropogenic emission sources are dominant, and modeling er-131

rors in the concentration of short-lived primary species are mainly related to anthropogenic132

emissions, both in terms of magnitude and hourly profiles (e.g. Viaene et al., 2016).133

Global inventories of anthropogenic emissions are often provided at a spatial res-134

olution of 10 km (e.g. Huang et al., 2017). When they are used for global forecasts at135

a coarser resolution than 10 km, their information is degraded. Consequently, regional136

forecasts at 10 km should outperform global forecasts due to the improved spatial rep-137

resentation of primary pollutant emissions. Nevertheless, to provide regional forecasts138

with a timescale much shorter than one day, efficiency is a major constraint, requiring139

small horizontal modeling domains focused on urban agglomerations and configurations140

with chemical and aerosol models that require low computational resources. The pro-141

posed approach is dedicated to large urban agglomerations, such as megacities, where142

anthropogenic emissions can be assumed to be dominant.143

2.2 Spatial representativeness of the observational network144

To scale anthropogenic emissions, our approach consists of comparing observed and145

modeled concentrations and correcting emissions on the basis of this comparison. It is146

therefore essential to ensure that observed concentrations have a spatial representative-147

ness consistent with the spatial resolution of the model. The number and spatial rep-148

resentativeness of the monitoring network’s measurement stations are crucial to the pro-149

posed emission scaling approach. Internet platforms aggregating observations from dif-150

ferent networks are providing a growing number of observations, mainly in urban agglom-151

erations. A prerequisite for the approach is the analysis of the spatial representativeness152

of the monitoring network, in order to be consistent with model resolution.153

2.3 Scaling of the anthropogenic emissions154

The anthropogenic emission scaling approach relies on comparing observed versus155

modeled concentration ratios, with correction factors (CF) derived from these compar-156

isons to adjust anthropogenic emissions for each pollutant. This approach assumes that157

biases between observed and modeled concentrations in urban agglomerations are pri-158

marily due to biases in anthropogenic emission inventories. Temporally, emission scal-159

ing is based on a comparison of modeled and observed concentrations averaged over the160

last few days. Averaging only the last week allows rapid variations in emissions to be161

captured, for example during events such as COVID-19 or other special events. A time162

scale of less than a week mixes weekdays and weekends, and is therefore inconsistent.163

Spatially, emission scaling can be carried out locally around a station, for a limited spa-164

tial area, or for an entire urban agglomeration if anthropogenic emissions can be con-165

sidered uniform.166

The approach consists of two complementary emission scaling calculations, based167

on daily or hourly concentrations averaged over the last week. CF are calculated weekly168

for NOx, SO2, CO, PM2.5 and PM10 to provide daily or hourly emission-scaled forecasts.169

For VOC, CF are determined based on modeled O3 biases, assuming a NOx-saturated170

regime. Three regional forecasts are initiated daily, each differing in their anthropogenic171

emissions:172
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• F-REF (reference forecast),173

• F-DAY (daily emission-scaled forecast),174

• F-HOUR (hourly emission-scaled forecast).175

2.3.1 Correction factors of NOx, SO2, CO, PM2.5 and PM10176

Correction factors (CF) are calculated for NOx, SO2, CO, PM2.5 and PM10.177

(i) With the daily emission-scaled forecast, a single CF-daily is calculated based178

on the ratio of the observed and modeled weekly concentration averages (WCA):179

CF − daily(w) =
WCAobs(w − 1)

WCAmod(w − 1)
(1)

Where w represents a given week.180

(ii) With the hourly emission-scaled forecast, 24 CF-hourly are calculated based181

on the ratio of the observed and modeled weekly concentration averages per hour (WCAH):182

CF − hourly(w, h) =
WCAHobs(w − 1, h)

WCAHmod(w − 1, h)
(2)

Where h represents a given hour.183

2.3.2 Correction factor of VOC184

There are no routine observations of VOC concentrations due to the difficulty in185

measuring their various components, so information about VOC comes primarily from186

observational field campaigns (Theloke & Friedrich, 2007). As a result, VOC emissions187

from global anthropogenic inventories may not accurately reflect the reality of most megac-188

ities (Sokhi et al., 2022). Consequently, we propose to determine VOC-CF based on mod-189

eled O3 biases.190

O3 is a secondary pollutant formed during the day, depending on the relative amounts191

of VOC and NOx (e.g. Monks et al., 2015). Assuming a NOx-saturated regime, the pro-192

duction of O3 is controlled by the VOC concentration. Therefore, if the modeled O3 con-193

centration is overestimated, it implies an overestimation in VOC, and conversely for an194

underestimation. Based on this assumption, a single CF is calculated for VOC emissions195

based on the ratio of the observed and modeled maximum O3 concentration (MaxO3)196

of the hourly average diurnal cycle of the previous week:197

CF − daily(w) =
MaxO3obs(w − 1)

MaxO3mod(w − 1)
(3)

As NOx-CF differs for F-DAY and F-HOUR, the modeled O3 concentrations are198

expected to be different, resulting in different VOC-CF.199

After several weeks, the evolution of the correction factors for both daily and hourly200

approaches, along with their impact on statistical performance, is analyzed. This infor-201

mation is then interpreted to adjust the inventory of anthropogenic emissions used for202

the regional forecasts in terms of magnitude and hourly profiles.203

2.4 Limitations of observation-based emission scaling204

• NOx205

For NOx, composed of NO and NO2, the emissions scaling approach should be ef-206

fective due to their short lifetimes. However, their links with O3 chemistry lead to high207
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diurnal variability in NOx concentrations. Moreover, the spatial representativeness of208

the monitoring network could lead to inaccurate CF, especially for NO.209

• SO2210

The SO2 emission scaling approach is also expected to be efficient due to its short211

lifetime, although conversion to sulfate may affect modeled PM2.5 and PM10 concentra-212

tions.213

• CO214

The CO emission scaling approach may be less efficient due to its longer lifetime215

(much longer than NOx and SO2), which could results in a large influence of CO trans-216

ported from outside the urban agglomeration.217

• PM2.5 and PM10218

PM2.5 and PM10 are composed of carbonaceous, inorganic, mineral, and marine219

aerosols, which vary widely in urban agglomerations (e.g. Cheng et al., 2016). In addi-220

tion, secondary organic and inorganic aerosols are formed in the atmosphere depending221

on the amount of gaseous precursors and meteorological conditions (e.g. Zhang et al.,222

2009). For aerosols (i.e. PM2.5 and PM10), the emission scaling approach is expected223

to be limited because of the complexity of their composition and relationships with gaseous224

precursors, and because of the transport of aerosols from outside the agglomeration.225

• VOC226

To correct VOC emissions, an additional assumption is necessary regarding the chem-227

ical regime, which must be NOx-saturated for the VOC-CF to be efficient. Therefore,228

it is essential to verify this assumption, which can be achieved through indicators of the229

chemical regime (Liang et al., 2006). These indicators are concentration ratios of chem-230

ical species associated with the formation of tropospheric O3 through cycling chain re-231

actions involving OH, HO2, and RO2 (Levy, 1971). Zhang et al. (2009) discuss the ro-232

bustness of these indicators and demonstrate their consistency when the chemical regime233

is well established. Among the different indicators, only O3 / NOx can be studied for234

both observations and forecasted concentrations. A NOx-saturated regime is well defined235

by the O3 / NOx indicator when the value is below 15 (Zhang et al., 2009). The VOC236

emission scaling approach may enable the modeled chemical regime to be more consis-237

tent with the observations.238

3 Regional forecasts for São Paulo, Brazil239

3.1 Methodology applied to São Paulo240

The regional forecasts were initiated on 30 January 2023, and the assessment cov-241

ers the period from 6 February to 17 April 2023. This period includes the São Paulo Car-242

nival (11-19 February), which may have an impact on anthropogenic emissions.243

The choice to focus on São Paulo has been motivated by several factors: (i) its sta-244

tus as South America’s largest megacity, lacking a regional air quality forecast, (ii) the245

presence of a high-quality monitoring network (Andrade et al., 2017), (iii) the variabil-246

ity of the megacity’s air quality due to high anthropogenic emissions, and (iv) modeled247

air quality in São Paulo has been investigated by a model intercomparison (Deroubaix248

et al., 2024).249
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Figure 1. NOx emission flux maps (sum of all sectors) for the São Paulo region from the

CAMS-GLOB-ANTv4.2 anthropogenic inventory, with a zoom on the most densely populated

area of the megacity (inside the green circle). The horizontal modeling domain used for regional

forecasts corresponds to the blue rectangle. On the zoom (bottom right), the locations of the air

quality monitoring network stations (dots) are shown, with the distinction of the 26 stations

within the most densely populated area of the megacity (inside the green circle). São Paulo’s tra-

ditional city center is located at the Catedral da Sé (green star), which is used as the center of the

30-km radius circle.
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The horizontal modeling domain covers areas with high anthropogenic emissions,250

and it includes a significant portion of the ocean in order to reproduce the land-sea breeze,251

which play an important role in the pollutant transport and removal (Freitas et al., 2007).252

NOx annual emission fluxes are depicted for the São Paulo region, along with the loca-253

tions of the measurement stations (Figure 1). The monitoring network comprises 26 sta-254

tions within a 30-km radius circle centered at São Paulo’s traditional city center (Cat-255

edral da Sé), ensuring adequate coverage of high NOx anthropogenic emission areas, reach-256

ing up to 2.3 × 10−9 kg.m−2.s−1.257

3.2 Configuration of the daily regional forecasts258

The regional forecasts use the WRFchem model (Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006;259

Powers et al., 2017) combined with the WACCM6 (hereafter WACCM) forecast (Gettelman260

et al., 2019) provided by NCAR (Table A1). The daily updated datasets include, for me-261

teorology the FNL dataset from the US National Centers for Environmental Prediction262

(NCEP, 2023), for fire emissions the FINNv1 dataset (Wiedinmyer et al., 2011) and for263

chemical boundary conditions the WACCM forecasts (Gettelman et al., 2019). Five steps264

are performed daily to produce the regional forecasts: (1) preprocessing of NCEP me-265

teorological data, (2) calculation of fire, biogenic, and anthropogenic emissions, (3) in-266

tegration of WACCM forecasts as chemical boundary conditions, (4) simulation of air267

quality for the next two days with WRFchem, (5) interpolation of the forecasts at the268

city center and comparison with air quality station data.269

The modeling domain consists of a small horizontal grid of 80 x 80 cells with 37270

vertical levels, which gives importance to the meteorological and chemical boundary con-271

ditions (Table A1). The model configuration is close to that used by Deroubaix et al.272

(2024), but the domain spatial resolution is reduced and without nested domain. The273

resolution is 10 km, corresponding to the resolution of the anthropogenic emissions in-274

ventory (Granier et al., 2019), with sectoral hourly profiles (Crippa et al., 2020), which275

differ depending on weekdays (Figure A1). The chemical scheme is MOZART4 (Emmons276

et al., 2010), and the aerosol scheme is GOCART (Chin et al., 2002), ensuring fast fore-277

cast computation (Pfister et al., 2011). With this setup, the air quality forecast for the278

next two days can be produced in about 2 hours using 40 processors. About 7 GB of data279

are stored per day, which amounts to about 2.5 TB per year.280

3.3 Spatial representativeness of the monitoring network281

Observations are obtained from the OpenAQ data platform via an API (Applica-282

tion Protocol Interface), which allows fast and portable data access (OPENAQ, 2023).283

In order to derive the correction factors (CF) of anthropogenic emissions, a super-observation284

of pollutant concentration in the city center is calculated from the measurement stations285

of the São Paulo monitoring network for each pollutant. Different calculations of the super-286

observation are possible to derive CF and to modify anthropogenic emissions (cf. Sec-287

tion 2.2). The methodology of Deroubaix et al. (2024) is adapted to the location of the288

stations in the São Paulo monitoring network in order to ensure the spatial representa-289

tiveness of the super-observation corresponding to the entire megacity. The super-observation290

used in this study is based on the measurement stations within a 30-km radius of the291

city center (Figure 1). Using inverse distance weighting interpolation, the city super-observation292

is calculated and compared to the forecasted concentrations interpolated at the city cen-293

ter. From these comparisons, CF are derived for each pollutant. These CF, calculated294

on Monday, are applied to anthropogenic emissions for the rest of the week. For NOx,295

the CF are based only on the NO2 concentration due to sparse NO data and its short296

lifetime.297
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4 Forecast performance evaluation for São Paulo298

The regional forecasts are evaluated for São Paulo for a 10-week period (6 Febru-299

ary to 17 April 2023). The scaling of anthropogenic emissions is done on Mondays (i.e.300

the CF-daily and CF-hourly calculations). Thus, this section analyzes the evolution of301

the statistical performance from one week to the next, for NOx (Section 4.1), for SO2,302

CO, PM2.5 and PM10 (Section 4.2), and for VOC (Section 4.3).303

First, the week-to-week evolution of the correction factors (CF) is studied during304

the 10-week period in order to determine if the CF converge to a value after some weeks.305

Second, the weekly evolutions of the statistical performance of the three regional fore-306

casts are investigated for each pollutant using two statistical metrics (1) the model bi-307

ases and (2) the root mean square error (RMSE). The difference in performance for the308

next day (d+1) and the day after (d+2) is also evaluated with the same statistical met-309

rics, and compared to two global forecasts, the WACCM forecast (Gettelman et al., 2019)310

with a spatial resolution of about 100 km and the CAMS forecast (ECMWF, 2023) with311

a finer resolution of about 40 km (Table A1).312

4.1 NOx emission scaling evaluation313

We first focus on NO2, for which we expect the emission scaling approach to be ef-314

ficient due to the short lifetime of NO2. Moreover, we choose to scale NOx emission us-315

ing the CF calculated on NO2, thus NO2-CF are equivalent to NOx-CF. The NO2-CF316

used for the scaling of daily and hourly emissions are presented over the 10-week period317

(Figure 2-a).318

With the daily emission scaling, NOx emissions are reduced by half in the first week.319

The CF value is ≈ 0.5, and then this value varies slightly until the end of the period. With320

the hourly emission scaling, CF tends to decrease emissions during the night but increas-321

ing emissions during the day, leading to modifications of the hourly emission profile. The322

mean of hourly NO2-CF tend to be higher (≈ 0.8) than daily NO2-CF (Figure A2).323

From the first week evaluated (6 to 13 February), modeled NO2 biases are reduced324

for both emission-scaled forecasts (Figure 2-b). The evolution of the statistical perfor-325

mance over the 10 weeks shows that both emission-scaled forecasts lead to a strong re-326

duction in weekly NO2 biases of ≈ 20 ppb compared to the reference. In addition, the327

RMSE is also reduced by ≈ 10 ppb compared to the reference (Figure A2). The fore-328

casts produced for d+1 and for d+2 are similar in terms of bias and RMSE for all fore-329

casts. The daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts lead to lower biases and RMSE than330

the two global forecasts and the reference (Figure A2).331

Both regional emission-scaled forecasts are based on modeled biases averaged over332

the last week. The average hourly diurnal cycles are examined because the emission-scaled333

forecasts are expected to be in better agreement with observations than the reference334

forecast (F-REF) from the first week evaluated (Figure 3).335

The modeled NO2 concentration is underestimated during the day and overesti-336

mated during the night for both F-DAY and F-REF. Although the biases for daily emission-337

scaled forecast (F-DAY) are increased during the day compared to the reference fore-338

cast (F-REF), the diurnal cycle of the modeled NO2 is improved in magnitude as there339

is a strong reduction in biases of up to 20 ppb during the night. With the hourly emission-340

scaled forecast (F-HOUR), the hourly mean diurnal cycle is improved for each hour com-341

pared to F-REF. There is a large reduction in bias during the night (up to 25 ppb) com-342

pared to F-REF, which is a negligible bias during the day. Consequently, this scaling,343

which modifies the hourly emission profile, leads to the best agreement with observations.344

Nevertheless, there is an overestimation of NO2 concentrations in the morning at 09:00345

and in the evening at 18:00, two hours later than the traffic emission peaks at 07:00 in346
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Figure 2. Weekly evolution of (a) daily and hourly NO2 correction factors (CF) used for the

daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week, and (b) mean

bias of NO2 forecasted concentrations (in ppb), for the three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY

and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv) WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS

provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3).
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Figure 3. (a) Average hourly diurnal cycles of observed and forecasted NO2 concentrations

from the second week to the end of the 10-week period (13 February to 17 April 2023) in the

center of São Paulo. Modeled concentrations correspond to the three regional forecasts: (i) F-

REF, the reference forecast, (ii) F-HOUR, the hourly emission-scaled forecast, and (iii) F-DAY,

the daily emission-scaled forecast. The color shades correspond to the standard deviation of the

concentrations for each hour of the period. (b) Average hourly biases of the three regional fore-

casts, which are the differences in the average hourly diurnal cycles of observed and modeled NO2

concentrations (shown in panel a).
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the morning and 16:00 in the evening prescribed in the model (Figure A1). The CF of347

these hours do not tend to converge after 10 weeks, while the CF of the other hours tend348

to a clear value (Figure 2-a). This result suggests that the hourly emission scaling com-349

pensates for biases that are not solely related to the hourly profiles of anthropogenic emis-350

sions, such as a poor representation of the height of the urban boundary layer, which changes351

rapidly in the morning and evening, and which could be related to the absence of the352

urban heat island effect in the model, leading to an underestimated height (Deroubaix353

et al., 2024).354

Although the approach is limited by the allocation to different sectors in the an-355

thropogenic emission inventories, the CF tend to 0.5 for the daily emission-scaled fore-356

cast and 0.8 for the hourly one, so the NOx anthropogenic emissions from the used in-357

ventory should be reduced in São Paulo. This reduction of the emission in the center of358

São Paulo is in agreement with the previous study of Vivanco and de Fatima Andrade359

(2008). In addition, hourly CF increase during the day and decrease at night, so hourly360

emission profiles should be modified accordingly, but the CF obtained for morning and361

evening should be taken with caution. In conclusion, regional forecasts with the emis-362

sion scaling approach reduce the mean weekly NO2 bias, and the reduction is similar for363

the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts. However, only the hourly emission-scaled364

forecast leads to a better representation of the average hourly diurnal NO2 cycles, sug-365

gesting that the hourly emissions profiles could be revised using hourly CF information.366

4.2 SO2, CO, PM2.5 and PM10 emission scaling evaluations367

Deroubaix et al. (2024) have shown that SO2 concentration is largely overestimated368

by air quality models in central São Paulo in 2019. For both emission-scaled forecasts,369

SO2-CF are reduced from the first week and then tend towards a value of ≈ 0.1 (Fig-370

ure 4-a). Except for the 05:00 correction factor, we note that the SO2-CF increases from371

the third week to the end of the period, reaching a value of 4. This result reflects a prob-372

lem with the calibration of the measuring instruments, which were all carried out at the373

same time, except for one station close to the SO2 sources. The bias therefore changes374

during this hour, due to the problem of spatial representativeness of this station for the375

megacity.376

The evolution of weekly mean SO2 biases for the three regional simulations and the377

two global forecasts shows that the reference simulation has the largest bias (Figure 4-378

b). The CAMS and WACCM forecasts have biases of ≈ 5 ppb, while F-REF reaches 20379

ppb. Both F-DAY and F-HOUR significantly reduce biases, which tend towards 0 at the380

end of the period. In addition, the mean bias and RMSE of SO2 are reduced in the same381

proportions for d+1 and for d+2 (Figure A3). Consequently, with emission scaling ap-382

proach, regional forecasts of SO2 are in good agreement with observations in terms of383

temporal variability.384

Compared to NO2 and SO2, CO has a longer lifetime, so the influence of emission385

sources outside São Paulo, which are not affected by the anthropogenic emission scal-386

ing, is stronger. The daily emission-scaled forecast for CO leads to a CF with a value387

of ≈ 0.5 from the first week to the end of the period (Figure 4-c), which is also the case388

for the mean hourly CO-CF (Figure A4). With the hourly emission-scaled forecast, CO-389

CF associated with the hours from 11:00 to 05:00 are reduced beyond the value obtained390

with the daily CF, while for the other hours, CO-CF are increased. CF are even higher391

than 1 in the morning and evening for hours associated with peak traffic emissions. Over392

the 10-week period, the F-REF and CAMS overestimate CO by ≈ 0.1 ppm, while WACCM393

underestimates CO by ≈ 0.2 ppm (Figure 4-d). Both F-DAY and F-HOUR lead to small394

biases from the fourth week of the period onwards. For both forecasts, the RMSE is re-395

duced by ≈ 0.1 ppm compared with F-REF for d+1 and also for d+2. As a result, the396

temporal variability of CO concentration is improved with the emission scaling approach397
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Figure 4. Weekly evolution of (a, c, e and g) daily and hourly correction factors (CF) for

CO, SO2, PM2.5 and PM10 used for the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and

F-HOUR) of a given week, and (b, d, f and h) mean biases of forecasted concentrations of SO2

(in ppb), CO (in ppm), PM2.5 and PM10 (in µg.m−3), for the three regional forecasts (F-REF,

F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv) WACCM provided by NCAR and

(v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo.

Hours are given in local time (GMT-3).
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in center of São Paulo. However, the RMSE is greater than 0.1 ppm for all forecasts, sug-398

gesting that some emission sources are missing or their intensities are inaccurate (Fig-399

ure A4).400

Investigating the PM forecasts, the anthropogenic emissions are largely reduced af-401

ter three weeks, as CF tend towards a very low value below 0.2 for both emission-scaled402

forecasts from week 4 to the end of the period (Figure 4-e and g). This leads to the strong403

reduction of anthropogenic PM emissions in the center of the megacity from week 4 on-404

wards. Weekly PM biases are reduced with the same intensity for both F-DAY and F-405

HOUR from week 4 onwards (Figure 4-f and h). Thereafter, there is no significant change406

in mean bias. Compared with the F-REF, the biases for PM2.5 are reduced by ≈ 5 µg.m−3
407

and by ≈ 10 µg.m−3 for PM10. CAMS overestimates PM2.5 by ≈ 10 µg.m−3, while for408

PM10 the bias is less than ≈ 5 µg.m−3. The two global forecasts have the lowest biases409

and RMSE for PM2.5 and PM10. In addition, the three regional forecasts have lower sta-410

tistical performances than the two global forecasts, with no difference between d+1 and411

d+2 (Figures A5 and A6).412

Although PM-CF is very low and therefore anthropogenic emissions are largely re-413

duced, model biases remain positive. This overestimation of PM suggests that the model414

overestimates the proportion of PM transported from outside the center of São Paulo.415

Considering the hourly emission-scaled forecast, PM-CF for evening hours are higher than416

those for other hours, showing that model biases are lower than during the rest of the417

day, suggesting that anthropogenic PM contributes significantly to total evening PM.418

Furthermore, if we compare PM2.5 and PM10, we find that the correction factor for PM2.5419

is stronger during the day (≈ 0.1) than that for PM10 (≈ 0.2), which may be linked to420

an overestimation of secondary aerosol production.421

4.3 VOC emission scaling evaluation422

For São Paulo, Deroubaix et al. (2024) have shown that a regional simulation us-423

ing a local anthropogenic inventory and without biogenic emissions reproduces the O3424

concentration in good agreement with observations, challenging the values of global an-425

thropogenic inventories that have significant VOC emissions in the center of the megac-426

ity. Using the emission scaling approach for VOC under the assumption that the regime427

is saturated with NOx (i.e. controlled by the VOC concentration), the bias of the max-428

imum daily O3 concentration should be reduced as the approaches modify the chemi-429

cal regime compared to the reference forecast, which depends on the NOx / VOC ratio.430

VOC-CF are largely reduced from the first week for both F-DAY and F-HOUR,431

and tend to be less than 0.1 from the sixth week onwards (Figure 5-a). This result in-432

dicates that the modeled daily maximum of O3 is overestimated during the first five weeks433

of the period for both emission-scale forecasts. As NOx-CF are different for the two emission-434

scaled forecasts , this leads to different changes in the ratio between NOx-CF and VOC-435

CF (cf. Section 2.3). The change in NOx emissions is greater with the daily CF (NOx-436

CF ≈ 0.5) than with the hourly CF (NOx-CF ≈ 0.8). As a result, the NOx-CF / VOC-437

CF ratios increase over the 10-week period, reaching a value of ≈ 30 for the hourly CF438

and ≈ 120 for the daily CF. Therefore, NOx emissions decrease much less than VOC emis-439

sions for both emission-scale forecasts. This analysis of the evolution of VOC-CF ver-440

sus NOx-CF supports the assumption of a NOx-saturated regime in center of São Paulo.441

To verify the assumption of a NOx-saturated regime, the O3 / NOx ratio is stud-442

ied for both observations and regional forecasts (Figure 5-b). A value of this ratio of less443

than 15 is associated with a NOx-saturated regime (Zhang et al., 2009). The scaling of444

VOC emissions does not result in a modeled O3 / NOx ratio for F-DAY and F-HOUR445

that is more consistent with the observed variability than F-REF. However, the observed446

and modeled values are clearly associated with a NOx-saturated regime, confirming that447

the assumption is appropriate for São Paulo (over the period studied).448
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Figure 5. Weekly evolution of (a) VOC correction factors (CF) used for the daily and hourly

emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week together with the NOx-CF /

VOC-CF ratio, (b) O3 / NOx ratio for the observation and the three regional forecasts (F-REF,

F-DAY and F-HOUR), and (c) mean biases of O3 forecasted concentrations, for the three regional

forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv) WACCM provided

by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center

of São Paulo.
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Figure 6. (a) Average hourly diurnal cycles of observed and modeled O3 concentrations from

the sixth week to the end of the 10-week period (13 March to 17 April 2023) in the center of São

Paulo. Modeled concentrations correspond to the three regional forecasts: (i) F-REF, the reference

forecast, (ii) F-HOUR, the hourly emission-scaled forecast, and (iii) F-DAY, the daily emission-

scaled forecast. The color shades correspond to the standard deviation of the concentrations for

each hour of the period. (b) Average hourly biases of the three regional forecasts, which are the

differences in the average hourly diurnal cycles of observed and modeled O3 concentrations (shown

in panel a).
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Over the 10-week period, the statistical performance for O3 of F-REF is lower than449

the CAMS global forecast and comparable to the WACCM forecast both in terms of mean450

weekly bias (Figure 5-c) and RMSE (Figure A7). For both emission-scaled forecasts, a451

significant reduction in mean weekly bias and RMSE is observed after five weeks, whereas452

the reduction in NOx-CF is reached after two weeks (cf. Section 4.1). From the sixth453

week of the period onwards, F-DAY and F-HOUR have the best statistical performance454

for O3 for the next day (d+1) and the day after (d+2), both in terms of mean weekly455

bias (Figure 5-c) and RMSE (Figure A7).456

We examine the changes in average hourly diurnal cycles obtained between the sixth457

week and the end of the 10-week period. F-REF overestimates O3 concentrations dur-458

ing the day (06:00 to 21:00), while the daytime O3 bias is reduced by more than 25 ppb459

for both emission-scaled forecasts. The best agreement is obtained with F-DAY, because460

F-HOUR leads to an overestimation of O3 concentrations at night. These results sug-461

gest that not only the magnitude of anthropogenic emissions and hourly profiles need462

to be revised, but also that the reduction in NOx emissions at night is too strong for F-463

HOUR, which again points to an underestimation of the urban boundary layer height464

at night due to the absence of the urban heat island effect in the model.465

5 Conclusions466

In this study, we present a new approach to improve air quality forecasts in urban467

agglomerations using observation-based scaling of anthropogenic emissions. The proposed468

approach assumes that in large urban agglomerations, such as megacities, biases between469

observed and modeled concentrations arise mainly from biases in anthropogenic emis-470

sions. The approach consists in deriving daily and hourly correction factors for NOx, SO2,471

CO, PM2.5 and PM10 based on the comparison of observed and modeled concentration472

ratios using daily and hourly averages respectively. For VOC, the emission scaling is de-473

termined on the basis of modeled O3 biases during the day, assuming a NOx-saturated474

regime.475

The implementation of the approach in São Paulo shows that a substantial reduc-476

tion of anthropogenic NOx emissions is required. The hourly emission-scaled forecast sig-477

nificantly improves NO2 concentration forecasts compared to the daily emission-scaled478

forecast, indicating that both the magnitude and hourly emission profile can be refined479

using information obtained over a 10-week period. In addition, ozone concentrations are480

improved over the study period by correcting for VOC emissions, with adjustments made481

under the validated assumption of a NOx-saturated chemical regime in the center of São482

Paulo. The approach also performs well for SO2 and CO, while improvements for PM483

are limited due to the transport of biomass burning aerosols and secondary aerosol for-484

mation.485

The implementation of this approach for regional forecasts (or the analysis of a past486

period) provides valuable insights within a short timeframe and informs further needed487

adjustments to anthropogenic emission magnitudes and temporal emission profiles. How-488

ever, the accuracy of the observation-based emission scaling is limited by four key fac-489

tors: (i) the modeling of the urban meteorology, (ii) the spatial representativeness of the490

monitoring network, (iii) the transport of pollutants from outside the urban agglomer-491

ation, and (iv) the links between primary trace gases that are precursors of secondary492

organic or inorganic aerosols.493

In conclusion, the proposed approach to improve regional forecasts can be tested494

and implemented in other urban areas. For a specific urban agglomeration, the approach495

provides valuable top-down constrains to bottom-up global anthropogenic emission in-496

ventories and improves regional air quality forecasts.497
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Figure A1. Sectoral hourly profiles of anthropogenic emission for Brazil proposed by Crippa et

al. (2020).
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Figure A2. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly NO2 correction factors (CF) used for

the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for NO2 concentration (in ppb) of the forecasts for the next day (d+1)

and the day after (d+2) over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for the

three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv)

WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in

2023) in the center of São Paulo.

Figure A3. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly SO2 correction factors (CF) used for

the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for SO2 concentration (in ppb) of the forecasts for the next day (d+1)

and the day after (d+2) over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for the

three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv)

WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in

2023) in the center of São Paulo.
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Figure A4. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly CO correction factors (CF) used for the

daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for CO concentration (in ppm) of the forecasts for the next day (d+1)

and the day after (d+2) over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for the

three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv)

WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in

2023) in the center of São Paulo.

Figure A5. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly PM2.5 correction factors (CF) used for

the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for PM2.5 concentration (in µg.m−3) of the forecasts for the next day

(d+1) and the day after (d+2) over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for

the three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv)

WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in

2023) in the center of São Paulo.
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Figure A6. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly PM10 correction factors (CF) used for

the daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for PM10 concentration (in µg.m−3) of the forecasts for the next day

(d+1) and the day after (d+2) over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for

the three regional forecasts (F-REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv)

WACCM provided by NCAR and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in

2023) in the center of São Paulo.

Figure A7. (a) Weekly evolution of daily and hourly O3 correction factors (CF) used for the

daily and hourly emission-scaled forecasts (F-DAY and F-HOUR) of a given week. Hours are

given in local time (GMT-3). (b, c, d and e) Comparison of the weekly statistical performance

(mean bias and RMSE) for NO2 of the forecasts for the next day (d+1) and the day after (d+2)

over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São Paulo, for the three regional forecasts (F-

REF, F-DAY and F-HOUR), and for the two global forecasts: (iv) WACCM provided by NCAR

and (v) CAMS provided by ECMWF, over the 10-week period (in 2023) in the center of São

Paulo.
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Table A1. Configurations of the air quality models for which the forecasts are analyzed: the

WACCM forecast (provided by NCAR), the CAMS forecast (provided by ECMWF) and the re-

gional forecasts made with the WRFchem model.

Forecast WACCM CAMS F-REF, F-DAY, F-HOUR
Institution NCAR ECMWF MPI-IUP

Model CESM2 IFS WRFchem (version 4.3.3)

Domain

Horizontal resolution 0.95° Ö 1.25° 40 km 10 km
Domain extension Global Global regional (80 x 80 grid cells)

Vertical levels 70 137 37
Output frequency 6h 3h 1h

Emission

Anthropogenic CMIP6 CAMS-GLOB-ANTv5.3 CAMS-GLOB-ANTv4.2
(Feng et al., 2020) (Granier et al., 2019) (Granier et al., 2019)

Anthr. temporal profiles None CAMS-GLOB-ANTv5.3 (Crippa et al., 2020)
Anthr. vertical profiles None CAMS-GLOB-ANTv5.3 (Mailler et al., 2013)

Biogenic MEGANv2.1 MEGANv2.1 MEGANv2.1
(Guenther et al., 2006) (Guenther et al., 2006) (Guenther et al., 2006)

Fires GFED4 CAMS-GFASv1.4 FINNv1 (NRT)
(Giglio et al., 2013) (Inness et al., 2022) (Wiedinmyer et al., 2011)

Gas and aerosol

Chemical mechanism MOZART4-T1 CB05 MOZART4
(Emmons et al., 2020) (Inness et al., 2019) (Emmons et al., 2010)

Aerosol scheme MAM4 IFS-AER GOCART
(Liu et al., 2016) (Rémy et al., 2019) (Chin et al., 2002)

Boundary conditions None None WACCM
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